DENMARK

Strategic planning and preparation for next focus group meeting
After the first focus group meeting 21. May Waterdrive is going to visit the landowners in 2 catchments and
later cooperate with the municipalities in the area.
Here is a short story about the field visits at farm level 25. June with 2 farmers from the Waterdrive focus
group and the local catchment officer. Waterdrive want to verify the possibilities of drainage measures in 2 ID
15 sub-catchment to Odense Fjord. Denmark is divided into approx. 3,000 ID 15 catchments where each
catchment is approx. 1,500 Hectares
At the meeting, the starting point was this large map with flow paths (blue lines) made in the program
SCALGO. Green spots are calculated potential areas for drainage measures and orange are potential areas is
wetlands. The red lines are drainage tiles known by Odense Municipality. The landowners at the meeting have
their agriculture land in the red circle.

The map shows two 15 sub-catchment to Odense Fjord Waterdrive case area i ID number 15 42.320.719
Holmstrup/Brylle og ID15 number 42.320.119 placed east from Tommerup St. on Fyn.
Meeting with the farmers Martin Møller Drud and Jacob Wrang Rasmussen, catchment officer Anne Sloth and
Frank Bondgaard SEGES.

Location of the main tiles at farm level together with the farmers. Photo Frank Bondgaard.
The meeting starts looking at maps. The knowledge about the farmers drainage systems and the flow paths
are combinated at the meeting. If the drainage systems are right it will make sense to visit the green spots at
the map. They are potential areas for drainge measures. The farmers has plottet the main drainage tiles at the
map in black and at this meeting the map show a high degree of coincidence between main drainage tiles and
flow paths.
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Coincidence between drainage and flow paths. Green arrow = catchment area on 128 hectare, red arrow =
catchment area 180 hectare. Blue arrow = catchment area on 248 hectare. Photo Frank Bondgaard
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Martin Møller Drud, landowner (Right), Jacob Wrang Rasmussen, Landowner (middel) and Anne Slot, Catchment officer (left). Photo Frank Bondgaard

Green arrow. The area is quite flat, but it is possible to establish a constructed wetland. Photo Frank
Bondgaard
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Pictures from the place with the red arrow. Photo Frank Bondgaard
Red arrow is a potential place for a constructed wetland in the middle of the field. The drain in the well are
quite deep (about 1,75 meter) so a lot of soil has to be moved.

Blue arrow. A good place in terrain for a constructed wetland +/- woodchips
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Verified drainage system together with the landowners
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Calculation of the catchment area after the knowledge about the drainage systems. Blue arrow catchment
area = 248 hectare
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